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Silver bullet 1
Hardly anyone died of Covid-19 according to the newest epidemiological
study from China, which found a paltry fatality rate of just 0.04% to
0.12%, thus far lower than the seasonal flu, which has a mortality rate of
about 0.1%. As a reason for the overestimated fatality of Covid19, the
researchers suspect that initially only a small number of cases were
recorded in Wuhan, as the disease was probably asymptomatic or mild in
many people. Now that we know the mortality rate of Covid-19 to be two
times lower than that of the seasonal flu, why are our governments
locking us up and denying us the most fundamental rights and liberties?
Clearly not for medical reasons and certainly not for our protection.

https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.02.12.20022434v2
Update : More often than we want to admit, we don't know with

certainty the cause of death when we fill out death certificates. So even
before we heard of COVID19, death certificates were based on
assumptions and educated guesses that go unquestioned.

When it comes to COVID19, there is the additional data skewer that is,
get this, there is no universal definition of COVID19 death.

https://vaccineimpact.com/2020/covid19-death-certificates-are-being-
manipulated-according-to-montana-physician-with-30-years-experience/

Silver bullet 2
According to the latest European monitoring report, overall mortality in

all countries (including Italy) and in all age groups remains within or even
below the normal range so far. In other words, there are no more deaths
this year, in Italy and anywhere else in Europe, than there were last year
or any other year. In fact, there are fewer deaths this year.

https://www.euromomo.eu/index.html
Silver bullet 3
Despite being one of the first countries getting positive test results and

having imposed no lockdown, Japan is one of the least-affected nations.
Quote: "Even if Japan may not be counting all those infected, hospitals
aren't being stretched thin and there has been no spike in pneumonia
cases."



https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2020/03/20/national/coronavirus-
explosion-expected-japan/#.Xn9lPYgzbIV

Silver bullet 4
The Swiss government claimed that the situation in southern

Switzerland (next to Italy) is "dramatic", yet local doctors denied this and
said everything is normal.

https://www.nzz.ch/schweiz/punkto-intensivbetten-sind-wir-im-tessin-
besser-ausgeruestet-als-der-rest-der-schweiz-ld.1547728

Silver bullet 5
The mortality profile of COVID-19 remains puzzling from a virological

point of view because, in contrast to influenza viruses, children are
spared and men are affected about twice as often as women. On the
other hand, this profile corresponds to natural mortality, which is close to
zero for children and almost twice as high for 75-year-old men as for
women of the same age. In other words, mortality is within normal
parameters and has nothing to do with Covid-19.

http://www.gbe-
bund.de/gbe10/abrechnung.prc_abr_test_logon?p_uid=gast&p_aid=0&p_
knoten=FID&p_sprache=D&p_suchstring=820

Silver bullet 6
The test currently used for diagnosing coronavirus infections, the so-

called SARS-CoV-2 Coronavirus Multiplex RT-qPCR Kit, should only be
used for research and not for diagnostics according to its makers - its the
last sentence written in their speil. No wonder, since studies have shown
to give 80% false positives. In other words it diagnoses inaccurately 8 out
of 10 times, which means that Joe the plumber could do better than that.

https://www.creative-diagnostics.com/sars-cov-2-coronavirus-multiplex-
rt-qpcr-kit-277854-457.htm

Silver bullet 7
Professor Sucharit Bhakdi, a world renowned expert in medical

microbiology, says blaming the new coronavirus alone for deaths is
"wrong and "dangerously misleading", as there are other more important
factors at play, notably pre-existing health conditions and poor air quality
in Chinese and Northern Italian cities. Professor Bhakdi describes the
currently discussed or imposed measures as "grotesque", "useless, "self-
destructive and a "collective suicide that will shorten the lifespan of the
elderly and should not be accepted by society. In other words, it is the
quarantine measures, the bad air, and the poor health of the elderly that
are killing people not the so-called pandemic. And his expert opinion is
supported by the stats : https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-
03-18/99-of-those-who-died-from-virus-had-other-illness-italy-says



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JBB9bA-gXL4
Silver bullet 8
A model from Imperial College London predicted between 250,000 and

500,000 deaths in the UK "from" Covid-19, but the authors of the study
have now conceded that many of these deaths would not be in addition
to, but rather part of the normal annual mortality rate, which in the UK is
about 600,000 people per year. In other words, excess mortality would
remain low.

https://www.bbc.com/news/health-51979654
Silver bullet 9
A new French study in the Journal of Antimicrobial Agents, titled

SARS-CoV-2: fear versus data, concludes that "the problem of SARS-
CoV-2 is overestimated, since "the mortality rate for SARS- CoV-2 is not
significantly different from that for common coronaviruses identified at the
study hospital in France.

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0924857920300972
Silver bullet 10
The UK has removed Covid19 from the official list of High

Consequence Infectious Diseases (HCID), stating that mortality rates are
"low" overall.

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/high-consequence-infectious-diseases-
hcid#status-of-covid-19

Silver bullet 11
The director of the German National Health Institute (RKI) admitted that

they count all test-positive deaths, irrespective of the actual cause of
death, as "coronavirus deaths. The average age of the deceased is 82
years, most with serious preconditions. As in most other countries,
excess mortality due Covid19 is likely to be near zero in Germany.

https://swprs.org/rki-relativiert-corona-todesfaelle/
Silver bullet 12
The President of the World Doctors Federation, Frank Ulrich

Montgomery, argues that lockdown measures as in Italy are
unreasonable and "counterproductive and should be reversed.

https://www.general-anzeiger-
bonn.de/news/politik/deutschland/interview-mit-weltaerztepraesident-
montgomery-ueber-corona-pandemie-ist-chaos_aid-49609561

Silver bullet 13
German Professor Karin Moelling, former Chair of Medical Virology at

the University of Zurich, stated in an interview that Covid19 is "no killer
virus" and that "panic must end".



https://www.radioeins.de/programm/sendungen/die_profis/archivierte_s
endungen/beitraege/corona-virus-kein-killervirus.html

Silver bullet 14
German immunologist and toxicologist, Professor Stefan Hockertz,

explains in a radio interview that Covid19 is no more dangerous than
influenza (the flu), but that it is simply observed much more closely. More
dangerous than the virus is the fear and panic created by the media and
the "authoritarian reaction" of many governments. Professor Hockertz
also notes that most so-called "corona deaths" have in fact died of other
causes while also testing positive for coronaviruses.Hockertz believes
that up to ten times more people than reported already had Covid19 but
noticed nothing or very little.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7wfb-B0BWmo
Silver bullet 15
The Argentinean virologist and biochemist Pablo Goldschmidt explains

that Covid19 is no more dangerous than a bad cold or the flu. It is even
possible that the Covid19 virus circulated already in earlier years, but
wasn't discovered because no one was looking for it. Dr. Goldschmidt
speaks of a "global terror" created by the media and politics. Every year,
he says, three million newborns worldwide and 50,000 adults in the US
alone die of pneumonia.

https://www.clarin.com/buena-vida/coronavirus-panico-injustificado-
dice-virologo-argentino-francia_0_yVcmJ4RM.html

Silver bullet 16
Professor Martin Exner, head of the Institute for Hygiene at the

University of Bonn, explains in an interview why health personnel are
currently under pressure, even though there has hardly been any
increase in the number of patients in Germany so far: On the one hand,
doctors and nurses who have tested positive have to be quarantined and
are often hard to replace. On the other hand, nurses from neighboring
countries, who provide an important part of the care, are currently unable
to enter the country due to closed borders.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9mI9trSm3PY
Silver bullet 17
Professor Julian Nida-Ruemelin, former German Minister of State for

Culture and Professor of Ethics, points out that Covid19 poses no risk to
the healthy general population and that extreme measures such as
curfews are therefore not justified.

https://www.zdf.de/nachrichten/zdf-morgenmagazin/julian-nida-
ruemelin-zur-corona-krise-100.html

Silver bullet 18



Using data from the cruise ship Diamond Princess, Stanford Professor
John Ioannidis showed that the age-corrected lethality of Covid19 is
between 0.025% and 0.625%, i.e. in the range of a strong cold or the flu.
Moreover, a Japanese study showed that of all the test-positive
passengers, and despite the high average age, 48% remained completely
symptom-free; even among the 80-89 year olds 48% remained symptom-
free, while among the 70 to 79 year olds it was an astounding 60% that
developed no symptoms at all. This again raises the question whether the
pre-existing diseases are not perhaps a more important factor than the
virus itself.

https://www.niid.go.jp/niid/en/2019-ncov-e/9407-covid-dp-fe-01.html
Silver bullet 19
The latest US data of March 25 shows a decreasing number of flu-like

illnesses throughout the country, the frequency of which is now well below
the multi-year average. The government measures can be ruled out as a
reason for this, as they have been in effect for less than a week.

https://healthweather.us/
Silver bullet 20
The latest influenza report of the German Robert Koch Institute of

March 24 documents a "nationwide decrease in activity of acute
respiratory diseases": The number of influenza-like illnesses and the
number of hospital stays caused by them is below the level of previous
years and is currently continuing to decline. The RKI continues: "The
increase in the number of visits to the doctor cannot currently be
explained either by influenza viruses circulating in the population or by
SARS-CoV-2."

https://influenza.rki.de/Wochenberichte/2019_2020/2020-12.pdf
Silver bullet 21
UK: The authors of the British Imperial College study, who predicted up

to 500,000 deaths, are again reducing their forecasts. After already
admitting that a large proportion of test-positive deaths are part of normal
mortality, they now state that the peak of the disease may be reached in
two to three weeks already.

https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/nhs-now-likely-to-cope-with-
coronavirus-says-key-scientist-rn5m6nggk

Silver bullet 22
UK: The British Guardian reported in February 2019 that even in the

generally weak flu season 2018/2019 there were more than 2180 flu-
related admissions to intensive care units in the UK.

https://www.theguardian.com/society/2019/feb/20/britons-urged-to-get-
flu-vaccine-as-critical-cases-rise-above-2000



Silver bullet 23
In Switzerland, the excess mortality due to Covid19 is apparently still

zero. The latest "fatal victim" presented by the media is a 100-year-old
woman. Nevertheless, the Swiss government continues to tighten its
restrictive measures.

https://www.nau.ch/ort/basel/drei-weitere-covid-19-todesfalle-in-basel-
stadt-65684099

Silver bullet 24
Sweden has so far pursued the most liberal strategy in dealing with

Covid19, which is based on two principles: Risk groups are protected and
people with flu symptoms stay at home. "If you follow these two rules,
there is no need for further measures, the effect of which is only marginal
anyway," said chief epidemiologist Anders Tegnell. Social and economic
life will continue normally. The big rush to hospitals has so far failed to
materialize, Tegnell said.

https://www.zeit.de/politik/ausland/2020-03/coronavirus-schweden-
stockholm-oeffentliches-leben/komplettansicht

Silver bullet 25
The latest European monitoring report on overall mortality continues to

show normal or below- average values in all countries and all age groups,
but now with one exception: in the 65+ age group in Italy a currently
increased overall mortality is predicted (so-called delay-adjusted z-score),
which is, however, still below the values of the influenza waves of 2017
and 2018.

https://www.euromomo.eu/outputs/zscore_country65.html
Silver bullet 26
According to the latest data published by the Italian Ministry of Health,

overall mortality is now significantly higher in all age groups over 65 years
of age, after having been below average due to the mild winter. Until
March 14, overall mortality was still below the flu season of 2016/2017,
but may have already exceeded it in the meantime. Most of this excess
mortality currently comes from northern Italy. However, the exact role of
Covid19, compared to other factors such as panic, healthcare collapse
and the lockdown itself, is not yet clear.

http://www.salute.gov.it/portale/caldo/SISMG_sintesi_ULTIMO.pdf
Silver bullet 27
USA: Researcher Stephen McIntyre has evaluated the official data on

deaths from pneumonia in the US. There are usually between 3000 and
5500 deaths per week and thus significantly more than the current figures
for Covid19. The total number of deaths in the US is between 50,000 and
60,000 per week.



Silver bullet 28
German researcher Dr. Richard Capek argues in a quantitative

analysis that the "Corona epidemic" is in fact an "epidemic of tests".
Capek shows that while the number of tests has increased exponentially,
the proportion of infections has remained stable and mortality has
decreased, which speaks against an exponential spread of the virus itself.

https://coronadaten.wordpress.com/
Silver bullet 29
The two Stanford professors of medicine, Dr. Eran Bendavid and Dr.

Jay Bhattacharya, explain in an article (Paywall) that the lethality of
Covid19 is overestimated by several orders of magnitude and is probably
even in Italy only at 0.01% to 0.06% and thus below that of influenza. The
reason for this overestimation is the greatly underestimated number of
people already infected (without symptoms). As an example, the fully
tested Italian community of Vo is mentioned, which showed 50 to 75%
symptom-free test-positive persons.

https://www.wsj.com/articles/is-the-coronavirus-as-deadly-as-they-say-
11585088464

Silver bullet 30
A new study by the University of Oxford concludes that Covid19 may

already have existed in the UK since January 2020 and that half of the
population may already be infected and thus immunised, with most
people experiencing no or only mild symptoms. This would mean that
only one in a thousand people would need to be hospitalised for Covid19.
The 30 silver bullets I have listed thus far are the work of a Swiss doctor
who posted his work anonymously here: https://swprs.org/a-swiss-doctor-
on-covid-19/

Since I don't want to take credit for his superb work I am stating this
clearly here.

https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.03.24.20042291v1
Silver bullet 31
Wildly different infection and mortality rates betray political motives and

defy known behavior of viruses. It is suspiciously convenient that the
nations with the highest old-age burdens, most underfunded pension
plans, and highest median ages – despite also having the best medical
services, standards of living and sanitation – should have infinitely higher
infection and death rates than poor nations, with lousy medical systems
and poor sanitation, but with young populations and no pension plans.
COVID-19 behaves according to the different political objectives of
nations and not according to the biological laws of pathogens.

https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/



Silver bullet 32
The world's entire scientific community is purportedly working on trying

to understand the coronavirus, yet three months later and still no medical
authority can answer basic questions such as whether or not the virus is
airborne, how long an infected person is infectious, what the incubation
period is, or whether or if an asymptomatic person is infectious or not and
if so then when and for how long. Instead of receiving clear answers to
simple scientific questions that should take no more than a few days or
weeks to answer, only uncertain, contradictory and confusing information
is forthcoming from the highest medical authorities of nation states and
from the WHO, the world's highest medical authority.Clearly the official
objective is to create anxiety, confusion and fear in order to manipulate
the public to accept preventive measures that make no sense. Yet these
scientists who are incapable of answering the most basic questions about
this virus are already testing vaccines without having first performed
safety tests on animals.

https://www.washingtonpost.com/health/three-months-into-the-
pandemic-here-is-what-we-know-about-the-
coronavirus/2020/03/28/6646f502-6eab-11ea-b148-
e4ce3fbd85b5_story.html

Silver bullet 33
Three billion people live in poverty around the world and some 70

million displaced immigrants are crowded in tents and squalor in various
parts of the world, yet none of them has fallen sick with COVID-19. On
the other hand, more than 200 rich and famous people, from movie stars
to athletes and from billionaires to heads of state, along with a few select
royals, have purportedly contracted the coronavirus. If that is not odd
enough consider that of these circa 200 rich and famous people none has
developed any more than a few mild symptoms and many are
asymptomatic. If there were any truth in the official declarations then we
must conclude that COVID-19 is the world's most discriminate virus who
is out to get the rich and powerful while sparing the poorest of the poor.
Clearly this oddity can only be the result of a media campaign driven by
political and geopolitical prerogatives and has nothing to do with the
actual facts, with biology or the laws of nature?

https://www.oregonlive.com/news/j66j-2020/03/f613d909c86535/here-
are-the-famous-people-who-tested-positive-for-coronavirus-illness-
covid19.html

Silver bullet 34
Data from Wuhan shows clearly that no children, no teenagers and no

young people have been hospitalized or died of the coronavirus, which



killed only old and sick people. The same was confirmed by early data
from Italy, where the virus purportedly evolved into an epidemic first on
the European continent. Western authorities, however, didn't like this
data, because it prevents them from frightening the young into permanent
and weeks-long home arrest. As a result, as soon as reports of
disobeying youth appeared, younger and younger people began
contracting the coronavirus. One can therefore conclude that this
pandemic is under the control of governments and not of nature. In the
21st century viruses behave the way politicians dictate and not the way
God dictates.

https://www.vox.com/2020/3/23/21190033/coronavirus-covid-19-
deaths-by-age

Silver bullet 35
Rules that make no medical sense whatsoever and actually run

counter to medical science inform policy, which is purportedly based on
the advice of the best medical experts. Covid-19 is not airborne yet
everyone is forced to remain indoors 24 hours a day for weeks on end
and with no clear end in sight, deprived of sunlight and movement, the
fundamental pillars of good health. Social distancing rules dictate that
people should stay two meters away from each other, yet the places
where interpersonal distance is best possible, namely parks and
recreational areas, are off limits and those who try to access them are
fined. The harder governments try to justify such measures the more
ridiculous they look and the stricter the restrictions become begging the
question whether those who govern us have lost their sanity. But instead
of providing mental health services to those who govern us the WHO is
preparing the medical community for the epidemic of mental health issues
the quarantine will cause.

https://euobserver.com/coronavirus/147903
Silver bullet 36
Hospitals are being closed and medical staff placed in quarantine to

create false shortages and a false crisis in the medical system depriving
critically ill people of the care they need and leading to unnecessary
death. Death by denial of medical care due to falsely created shortages of
hospital beds and medical staff is the reality created by the very
governments and authorities entrusted with preserving our health and
lives in Italy, Spain, Romania and elsewhere in Europe and around the
world.

https://www.euronews.com/2020/03/24/coronavirus-elderly-found-
dead-and-abandoned-in-spanish-nursing-homes



https://www.romania-insider.com/coronavirus-romania-hospital-closed-
covid

Silver bullet 37
All European governments have decreed the old must be isolated and

stay indoors 24 hours a day to protect them from infection and that
everyone else, but those in essential services, must work from home,
despite knowing full well that a sedentary lifestyle is responsible for more
deaths than just about anything else. Under the pretext of protecting the
elderly, whose pensions and medical costs governments can no longer
pay, the experts have decided to impose a restriction on the movement of
people that is known to have the worst consequences to human health
and to lead to premature death.Governments have in other words
decided to prematurely kill the old by denying them the very elements that
keep them alive. And that is the best medical advice provided by Europe's
experts and legislated into emergency law by Europe's politicians. Need I
say euthanasia?

https://www.lifespanfitness.com/workplace/resources/articles/sitting-all-
day-is-taking-a-toll-on-your-body

Silver bullet 38
The moment the President of China, Xi Jinping, decided to send the

Chinese people back to work to save the economy, the pandemic
miraculously stopped. Of course, China had played its role in the
pandemic charade, namely to serve as a role model for the West to
emulate if it is to win the battle against the coronavirus. Without China's
"victory"and Italy's "failure", the West could not justify revoking all their
citizens rights and liberties. China was act one of the charade, Italy act
two, and the rest of Europe and the US act three. Of course, true
pandemics don't stop when a president decrees that all people must
return to work.

https://www.barrons.com/articles/what-the-u-s-can-learn-from-chinas-
response-to-the-coronavirus-pandemic-51584699300

Silver bullet 39
From the onset of the pandemic in Wuhan, China, it was obvious that

the most crucial piece of medical equipment is a mechanical ventilator
and that China didn't have enough and had to buy some from the West
despite being a major producer. Yet no country in the West or elsewhere
sped up ventilator production even though the US had a simulation for a
coronavirus pandemic three months prior to the actual event and should
have foreseen the obvious? Why? The only logical explanation is
because governments know the pandemic to be fake and therefore the
need for ventilators to be fake. Three months later and in the midst of a



fake pandemic both Europe and the US have purportedly mobilized
industry to produce more ventilators, but will they be delivered on time or
when the pandemic is suddenly over? In the meantime China says the
demand for ventilators is ten times higher than it was prior to the
pandemic.

https://edition.cnn.com/2020/03/19/business/coronavirus-ventilators-
manufacture-intl/index.html

Silver bullet 40
All European nations have issued orders prohibiting hospitals and

medical staff to release any information about the number of coronavirus
patients. Why? Especially when the West has criticized China for
censoring its medical staff and for not being forthright about its infection
and mortality rates? Why would Europe impose even more draconian
censorship rules on its medical professionals than even China? The
answer can only be one, namely to control the narrative, to provide false
data, and to prevent anyone from disputing the validity of the official data,
which is all fabricated.

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/01/22/health/virus-corona.html
Silver bullet 41
The death rate is wildly different even between countries that have

identical demographic structures and medical systems, such as Germany
and Italy.

Germany has 57,695 infections but only 433 deaths (0.8%) whereas
Italy has 92,472 infections and 10,023 deaths (11% death rate). The
treacherous media attributes this to more testing in Germany, such as in
this article:

https://www.businessinsider.com/germany-why-coronavirus-death-rate-
lower-italy-spain-test-healthcare-2020-3

But the reality is the opposite, namely that Italy has done far more
coronavirus tests per capita then Germany, nearly twice as many, as the
data shows :

https://www.statista.com/statistics/1104645/covid19-testing-rate-select-
countries-worldwide/

The true explanation is simple. Because Germany is rich enough to still
be able to support its pensioners while Italy and Spain aren't. Italy and
Spain are euthanizing their elderly while Germany is not.

Silver bullet 42
Even though the population is remarkably submissive and remains in

isolation at home, the streets are deserted, all businesses closed, and the
parks off limits, governments keep hardening their restrictions, which
shows that the actions governments take under the cover of preventing



the spread of the pandemic have absolutely nothing to do with people's
response and behavior and are solely motivated by preexisting plans to
lift any and all fundamental rights and freedoms for reasons that have yet
to be revealed.

https://www.digi24.ro/stiri/actualitate/sanatate/alexandru-rafila-probabil-
luni-sau-marti-vom-trece-la-scenariul-4-1282933

Silver bullet 43
Even though Europe has been in total quarantine for weeks, the

number of infections keeps increasing exponentially with mathematical
precision and at an alarming rate, which can only be explained by false
reporting. Clearly governments make up the number of infections and
deaths to suit their political agenda. Not surprisingly, the one European
country that has decided not to shut down its economy and lock its people
inside their homes to prevent the spread of the pandemic, namely
Sweden, records hardly any new infections and deaths, which proves that
the pandemic is a fiction.

https://www.euronews.com/2020/03/27/covid-19-coronavirus-
breakdown-of-deaths-and-infections-worldwide

Silver bullet 44
The world's most respected virologists and epidemiologists call the

current COVID-19 measures insane, damaging and utterly divorced from
medical science. This begs the question, whose medical advice informs
the current policy if the world's foremost experts say with one voice that
quarantine measures are absolutely not necessary and are in fact insane.

https://off-guardian.org/2020/03/24/12-experts-questioning-the-
coronavirus-panic/

https://off-guardian.org/2020/03/28/10-more-experts-criticising-the-
coronavirus-panic/

Silver bullet 45
When the political leadership won't go along with the coronavirus scam

there is no coronavirus pandemic. Belarus is the perfect example of that.
Its president, Alexander Lukashenko, has the best medical advice for
preventing viral infections: sauna and vodka. Either his medical advice
works far better than any quarantine measures or the exploding number
of COVID-19 infections reported elsewhere is manufactured.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2020_coronavirus_pandemic_in_Belarus
As Google's COVID-19 Community Mobility Report shows, the

population of Belarus has not changed any of its mobility patterns since
the government has imposed no restrictions whatsoever, yet despite this
there are no COVID-19 infections to speak



of. https://www.gstatic.com/covid19/mobility/2020-03-
29_BY_Mobility_Report_en.pdf

Silver Bullet 46
Either the high officials who come up with the latest restrictions

intended to prevent the spread of the coronavirus pandemic are mentally
retarded or they have hidden objectives. You decide. Article 12, point 3 of
the newest military ordinance states: "The ban on the movement of
people in a group of more than 3 applies exclusively to pedestrian traffic."
In other words, the government deems it safe to have a car or minivan full
of people, but unsafe for more than three people to walk down the street
together. In its wisdom, the government has also decided to close all
parks, big or small in order to prevent the spread of the virus. It is not safe
for people to walk in a park even if they keep two or ten or twenty meters
apart, but it is safe for five people to drive together in a car shoulder to
shoulder.

Of course these decisions make no medical sense whatsoever, but
they make perfect environmental sense, as they ensure that one car
carries as many people as possible to work, but that no one can use a car
to drive to a park, which is not an essential activity at a time of crisis (be it
real or invented).It is therefore clear that the sustainability agenda and not
human health informs the quarantine restrictions. Otherwise we would
have to conclude that we are governed by mental retards.

https://www.digi24.ro/stiri/actualitate/document-ordonanta-militara-4-
care-sunt-masurile-impuse-de-ministerul-de-interne-1283362

Silver bullet 47
No airborne transmission for COVID-19 according to the latest science

and the highest medical authority on the planet, the WHO. Yet we see no
ease in the quarantine, isolation and social distancing measures taken by
governments, measures that are only indicated for pathogens that are
transmitted through air. On the contrary, the measures grow more radical
from day to day, which shows that our governments are not acting in
accordance to medical science but political, geopolitical and
environmental objectives. Although the current measures are specific to
airborne pathogens and have disastrous economic, social and even
medical consequences if prolonged, our governments continue to enforce
the most stringent quarantine measures and to manufacture infection
rates through false, inaccurate testing or even no testing at all.

https://www.who.int/news-room/commentaries/detail/modes-of-
transmission-of-virus-causing-covid-19-implications-for-ipc-precaution-
recommendations/

Silver bullet 48



The COVID-19 virus has caused ten times fewer infections globally
than the common flu causes annually in the US alone. The COVID-19
virus has caused three times fewer deaths globally than the common flu
causes annually in the US alone.By comparing the coronavirus with the
common flu on a global scale with the current numbers we find that it
causes just 0.1% of the infections (500,000 versus 500 million) and just
4.6% of the deaths (23,000 versus 500,000) the common flu causes. It is
in other words a rather harmless virus. And we arrive at these figures by
taking the official numbers of COVID-19 infections and deaths at face
value even though we know by now that these figures are pulled out of a
hat.This being the case we can only conclude that either our leaders have
gone completely insane or that they have other objectives and are using a
relatively harmless virus and a fake pandemic to turn the world upside
down.

https://www.livescience.com/new-coronavirus-compare-with-flu.html
Silver bullet 49
The coronavirus, we are told, has an incubation period of two weeks,

time during which the infected person remains asymptomatic, but is
infectious. We are also told it takes two weeks to recover from it, time
during which the infected person is highly contagious. And last we are
told that it takes another two weeks before the infected person is no
longer a threat to others. Prince Charles, however, did in 1 week what for
the rest of us takes 6 weeks. Either Prince Charles has superpowers
(perhaps due to his exceedingly large ears) or the system is lying about
everything related to this fake pandemic. Those are the only two logical
explanations.

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/coronavirus-update-prince-charles-
out-of-self-isolation-about-seven-days-after-coronavirus-diagnosis-royal-
family/

Silver bullet 50
No one but the central command knows how many COVID-19 patients

there are in the country. And the central command tells no one this
information, not even the military staff in charge of the various regions of
the country.The central command tells no one this information because
there are no COVID-19 patients other than the common flu patients that
are intentionally misdiagnosed as COVID-19 patients by false test kits.
And since all doctors and all hospitals are muzzled by strict confidentiality
orders issued under military ordinances and enforced with years of prison
time, no one can gather this information independently to find out the
truth.That way no one can challenge the official narrative, which has the
nearly impossible task of creating and sustaining the impression of a



pandemic long enough to accomplish the UN sustainability goals
irrespective of death, pain and suffering caused to billions.The evidence
in the article below is from a Romanian military high official, but the same
methodology is applied throughout the western world.

https://www.libertatea.ro/stiri/un-militar-care-conduce-starea-de-
urgenta-se-revolta-nu-mai-tac-e-vorba-de-viata-oamenilor-nu-de-o-
pivnita-inundata-2937572

Silver bullet 51
Open Letter from Professor Sucharit Bhakdi to German Chancellor Dr.

Angela Merkel
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LsExPrHCHbw or https://www.bitch

ute.com/video/Rwb5QzJY2-s/
The open letter from Professor Sucharit Bhakdi to Chancellor Angela

Merkel is now available in German, English, French, Spanish, Russian,
Turkish, Dutch and Estonian, other languages will follow.

https://swprs.org/open-letter-from-professor-sucharit-bhakdi-to-german-
chancellor-dr-angela-merkel/

Silver bullet 52
Italian microbiologist Maria Rita Gismondo calls on the Italian

government to stop communicating the daily number of "corona positives"
as these figures are "fake" and put the population in unnecessary panic.
The number of test-positives depends very much on the type and number
of tests and says nothing about the state of health.

https://www.secoloditalia.it/2020/03/coronavirus-la-gismondo-
ammonisce-duramente-basta-snocciolare-numeri-sui-positivi-sono-dati-
falsati/

Silver bullet 53
The latest data from the German Robert Koch Institute show that the

increase in test-positive persons is proportional to the increase in the
number of tests, i.e. in percentage terms it remains roughly the same.
This may indicate that the increase in the number of cases is mainly due
to an increase in thenumber of tests, and not due to an ongoing epidemic.

https://multipolar-magazin.de/artikel/coronavirus-irrefuhrung-fallzahlen
Silver bullet 54
In Germany, some clinics can no longer accept patients - not because

there are too many patients or too few beds, but because the nursing staff
have tested positive, although in most cases they hardly show any
symptoms. This case illustrates again how and why health care systems
are getting paralysed.



https://web.archive.org/web/20200330082928/https://www.sueddeutsc
he.de/panorama/coronavirus-news-deutschland-wolfsburg-laschet-
1.4828033

Silver bullet 55
In a German retirement and nursing home for people with advanced

dementia, 15 "test-positive" people have died. However, "surprisingly
many people have died without showing symptoms of corona." A German
medical specialist informs us: "From my medical point of view, there is
some evidence that some of these people may have died as a result of
the measures taken. People with dementia get into high stress when
major changes are made to their everyday lives: isolation, no physical
contact, possibly hooded staff." Nevertheless, the deceased are counted
as "corona deaths" in German and international statistics. In connection
with the "corona crisis", it is now also possible to die of an illness without
even having its symptoms.

https://web.archive.org/web/20200330082928/https://www.sueddeutsc
he.de/panorama/coronavirus-news-deutschland-wolfsburg-laschet-
1.4828033

Silver bullet 56
Professor Gérard Krause, head of the Department of Epidemiology at

the German Helmholtz Centre for Infection Research, warns on German
public television ZDF that the anti-corona measures "could lead to more
deaths than the virus itself".

https://www.zdf.de/nachrichten/politik/coronavirus-epidemiologe-folgen-
helmholtz-100.html

Silver bullet 57
Various media reported that more than 50 doctors in Italy have already

died "during the corona crisis", like soldiers in a battle. A glance at the
corresponding list, however, shows that most of the deceased are retired
doctors of various kinds, including 90-year-old psychiatrists and
pediatricians, many of whom may have died of natural causes.

https://web.archive.org/web/20200328152430/https://portale.fnomceo.it
/elenco-dei-medici-caduti-nel-corso-dellepidemia-di-covid-19/

Silver bullet 58
An extensive survey in Iceland found that 50% of all test-positive

persons showed "no symptoms" at all, while the other 50% mostly
showed "very moderate cold-like symptoms. According to the Icelandic
data, the mortality rate of Covid19 is in the per mille range, i.e. in the flu
range or below. Of the two test-positive deaths, one was "a tourist with
unusual symptoms.



https://www.buzzfeed.com/albertonardelli/coronavirus-testing-iceland
https://www.covid.is/data

Silver bullet 59
In several countries, there is increasing evidence in relation to Covid19

that "the treatment could be worse than the disease. On the one hand,
there is the risk of so-called nosocomial infections, i.e. infections that the
patient, who may only be mildly ill, acquires in hospital. It is estimated that
there are approximately 2.5 million nosocomial infections and 50,000
deaths per year in Europe. Even in German intensive care units, about
15% of patients acquire a nosocomial infection, including pneumonia on
artificial respiration. There is also the problem of increasingly antibiotic-
resistant germs in hospitals. Another aspect is the certainly well-
intentioned but sometimes very aggressive treatment methods that are
increasingly used in Covid19 patients. These include, in particular, the
administration of steroids, antibiotics and anti-viral drugs (or a
combination thereof). Already in the treatment of SARS-1 patients, it has
been shown that the outcome with such treatment was often worse and
more fatal than without such treatment.

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2020/02/200206110703.htm
Silver bullet 60
Dr. Richard Capek and other researchers have already shown that the

number of test-positive individuals in relation to the number of tests
performed remains constant in all countries studied so far, which speaks
against an exponential spread ("epidemic") of the virus and merely
indicates an exponential increase in the number of tests. Depending on
the country, the proportion of test-positive individuals is between 5 and
15%, which corresponds to the usual spread of corona viruses.
Interestingly, these constant numerical values are not actively
communicated (or even removed) by authorities and the media. Instead,
exponential but irrelevant and misleading curves are shown without
context. Such behavior, of course, does not correspond to professional
medical standards, as a look at the traditional influenza report of the
German Robert Koch Institute makes clear.

https://influenza.rki.de/Saisonberichte/2017.pdf
Silver bullet 61
A graphical analysis of the European monitoring data impressively

shows that, irrespective of the measures taken, overall mortality
throughout Europe remained in the normal range or below by March 25,
and often significantly below the levels of previous years. Only in Italy
(65+) was the overall mortality rate somewhat increased (probably for
several reasons), but it was still below previous flu seasons.



https://off-guardian.org/2020/03/30/covid19-yet-to-impact-europes-
overall- mortality/

Silver bullet 62
The president of the German Robert Koch Institute confirmed again

that pre-existing conditions and actual cause of death do not play a role in
the definition of so-called "corona deaths. From a medical point of view,
such a definition is clearly misleading. It has the obvious and generally
known effect of putting politics and society in fear.

https://swprs.org/rki-relativiert-corona-todesfaelle/
Silver bullet 63
In Italy the situation is now beginning to calm down. As far as is known,

the temporarily increased mortality rates (65+) were rather local effects,
often accompanied by mass panic and a breakdown in health care. A
politician from northern Italy asks, for example, "how is it possible that
Covid patients from Brescia are transported to Germany, while in the
nearby Verona two thirds of intensive care beds are empty?

https://www.tagesspiegel.de/politik/die-verlangsamung-ist-da-in-italien-
zeichnet-sich-die-wende-in-der-coronakrise-ab/25698124.html

Silver bullet 64
In an article published in the European Journal of Clinical Investigation,

Stanford professor of medicine John C. Ioannidis criticizes the harms of
exaggerated information and non-evidence-based measures. Even
journals had published dubious claims at the beginning.

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/eci.13222
Silver bullet 65
A Chinese study published in the Chinese Journal of Epidemiology in

early March, which indicated the unreliability of the Covid19 virus tests
(approx. 50% false-positive results in asymptomatic patients), has since
been withdrawn. The lead author of the study, the dean of a medical
school, did not want to give the reason for the withdrawal and spoke of a
"sensitive matter", which could indicate political pressure, as an NPR
journalist noted. Independent of this study, however, the unreliability of
so-called PCR virus tests has long been known: In 2006, for example, a
mass infection in a Canadian nursing home with SARS corona viruses
was "found", which later turned out to be common cold corona viruses
(which can also be fatal for risk groups).

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2095096/
https://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2020/03/26/822084429/in-

defense-of-coronavirus-testing- strategy-administration-cited-retracted-
study?t=1585870474276

Silver bullet 66



Authors of the German Risk Management Network RiskNET speak in a
Covid19 analysis of a blind flight as well as "insufficient data competence
and data ethics". Instead of more and more tests and measures a
representative sample is necessary. The sense and ratio of the measures
must be critically questioned.

https://www.risknet.de/themen/risknews/covid-19-und-der-blindflug/
Silver bullet 67
The Spanish interview with the internationally renowned Argentinian-

French virologist Pablo Goldschmidt was translated into German.
Goldschmidt considers the measures imposed to be medically
counterproductive and notes that one must now "read" Hannah Arendt to
understand the "origins" of totalitarianism.

https://www.rubikon.news/artikel/der-corona-totalitarismus
Silver bullet 68
Italian doctors reported that they had already observed severe cases of

pneumonia in northern Italy at the end of last year. However, genetic
analyses now show that the Covid19 virus only appeared in Italy in
January of this year. "The severe pneumonia diagnosed in Italy in
November and December must therefore be due to a different pathogen,
a virologist noted. This once again raises the question what role the
Covid19 virus, or other factors, actually play in the Italian situation. On
March 30, we mentioned the list of Italian doctors who died "during the
Corona crisis, many of whom were up to 90 years old and didn't actively
participate in the crisis at all. Today, all years of birth on the list have
been removed (see however the last archive version). A strange
procedure. We have also received the following message from an
observer in Italy, who gives further details about the dramatic situation
there, which is obviously due to far more than a virus:" In recent weeks,
most of the Eastern European nurses who worked 24 hours a day, 7 days
a week supporting people in need of care in Italy have left the country in a
hurry. This is not least because of the panic-mongering and the curfews
and border closures threatened by the "emergency governments". As a
result, old people in need of care and disabled people, some without
relatives, were left helpless by their carers. Many of these abandoned
people then ended up after a few days in the hospitals, which had been
permanently overloaded for years, because they were dehydrated,
among other things. Unfortunately, the hospitals lacked the personnel
who had to look after the children locked up in their apartments because
schools and kindergartens had been closed. This then led to the complete
collapse of the care for the disabled and the elderly, especially in those



areas where even harder "measures were ordered, and to chaotic
conditions.

The nursing emergency, which was caused by the panic, temporarily
led to many deaths among those in need of care and increasingly among
younger patients in the hospitals. These fatalities then served to cause
even more panic among those in charge and the media, who reported, for
example, "another 475 fatalities". The dead are being removed from
hospitals by the army, accompanied by pictures of coffins and army
trucks lined up. However, this was the result of the funeral directors' fear
of the "killer virus", who therefore refused their services. Moreover, on the
one hand there were too many deaths at once and on the other hand the
government passed a law that the corpses carrying the coronavirus had
to be cremated. In Catholic Italy, few cremations had been carried out in
the past. Therefore there were only a few small crematoria, which very
quickly reached their limits. Therefore the deceased had to be laid out in
different churches. In principle, this development is the same in all
countries. However, the quality of the health system has a considerable
influence on the effects. Therefore, there are fewer problems in Germany,
Austria or Switzerland than in Italy, Spain or the USA. However, as can
be seen in the official figures, there isno significant increase in the
mortality rate. Just a small mountain that came from this tragedy."

https://www.scmp.com/news/china/society/article/3076334/coronavirus-
strange-pneumonia-seen-lombardy-november-leading

Silver bullet 69
The US television station CBS was caught using footage from an

Italian intensive care unit in a piece on the current situation in New York.
In fact, dozens of recordings by citizen journalists show that it is currently
very quiet in the hospitals on the US East and West Coast. Even the
"corpse refrigerator trucks prominently shown in the media are unused
and empty.

https://nypost.com/2020/04/01/cbs-admits-to-using-footage-from-italy-
in-report-about-nyc/

Silver bullet 70
Contrary to media reports, the register of German intensive care units

shows no increased occupancy. An employee of a Munich clinic
explained that they had been "waiting" for weeks for the wave to hit, but
that there was "no increase in patient numbers". He said that the
politicians' statements did not correspond with their own experience, and
that the "myth of the killer virus could "not be confirmed.

https://www.divi.de/register/intensivregister
Silver bullet 71



Also in Swiss clinics, no increased occupancy has been observed so
far. A visitor to the cantonal hospital in Lucerne reports that there is "less
activity than in normal times. Entire floors have been closed for Covid19,
but staff are still waiting for patients. The hospitals in Bern, Basel, Zug
and Zurich have also been "cleaned out. Even in Ticino, the intensive
care units are not working to capacity, but patients are now being
transferred to the German-Swiss departments. From a purely medical
point of view, this makes little sense.

https://www.nzz.ch/schweiz/tessin-verlegt-erste-corona-patienten-in-
deutschschweizer-spitaeler-ld.1549417

Silver bullet 72
The latest data from Norway, evaluated by a PhD in environmental

toxicology, again show that the rate of test-positives does not increase as
would be expected in the case of an epidemic but fluctuates in the normal
range for coronaviruses between 2 and 10%. The average age of the
test- positive deceased is 84 years, the causes of death are not publicly
reported, and there is no excess mortality.

https://swprs.files.wordpress.com/2020/04/die-lage-in-norwegen.pdf
Silver bullet 73
Sweden, which has so far managed without radical measures and has

not reported increased mortality (similar to Asian countries such as Japan
or South Korea), is remarkably put under pressure from the international
media to change its strategy.

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/30/catastrophe-sweden-
coronavirus-stoicism-lockdown-europe

Silver bullet 74
Data from New York State show that the hospitalization rate of test-

positive individuals could be more than twenty times lower than originally
assumed.

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/27/nyregion/new-rochelle-
coronavirus.html

Silver bullet 75
German constitutional law experts are raising the alarm for "serious

encroachments on fundamental rights. Constitutional law expert Hans
Michael Heinig warns that the "democratic constitutional state could turn
into a fascist-hysterical hygiene state in no time. Professor Christoph
Möllers of Berlin's Humboldt University explains that the infection
protection law "cannot serve as a basis for such far- reaching restrictions
of citizens" rights of freedom. According to the former president of the
German Federal Constitutional Court, Hans Jürgen Papier, "emergency



measures do not justify the suspension of civil liberties in favour of an
authoritarian and surveillance state.

https://www.focus.de/politik/deutschland/corona-regelungen-der-
regierung-medizin-darf-nicht-gefaehrlicher-sein-als-die-
krankheit_id_11827625.html

Silver bullet 76
Online petitions have been launched in several countries to end

curfews and other encroachments on basic rights. At the same time,
critical video contributions, even by doctors, are increasingly being
deleted. In Berlin, a registered event on fundamental rights, at which the
German constitution was distributed, was terminated by the police.

https://kenfm.de/berliner-corona-demo-strafbar-aufgeloest-aber-
froehlich/

Silver bullet 77
Biophysicist Felix Scholkmann has visualized the fact that in the US (as

in the rest of the world), it is not the number of "infected people that is
increasing exponentially, but the number of tests. The number of "infected
people in relation to the number of tests remains basically constant
(oscillating between 10 and 20%), which speaks against a current viral
epidemic.

Silver bullet 78
According to the latest influenza report of the German Robert Koch

Institute, the number of acute respiratory diseases has "fallen sharply
nationwide. The values have "dropped in all age groups. By March 20,
the total number of inpatient cases with acute respiratory diseases had
also fallen significantly. In the age group from 80 years and older, the
number of cases had almost halved compared to the previous week. In
the 73 hospitals examined, 7% of all cases with respiratory diseases were
diagnosed with COVID- 19. In the age groups 35-59 years it was 16%
and in the age group 60-79 years it was 13% who received a COVID-19
diagnosis.These figures correspond to those from other countries as well
as to the typical prevalence of coronaviruses (5 to 15%).

https://influenza.rki.de/Wochenberichte/2019_2020/2020-13.pdf
Silver bullet 79
An article in DIE ZEIT discusses the issue of intensive care patients in

Germany:"At present politicians, experts and many citizens observe with
concern the exponentially increasing number of people who are newly
infected every day. However, this is not the decisive indicator for
assessing how badly the corona crisis is and will hit Germany. For it is
distorted above all by the number of tests, which have been increasing for
weeks. In order to measure the burden on the health system, the number



of those who are so seriously ill that they need to be ventilated is
particularly important. As long as there are enough ventilation places for
them, a great many of them can be saved. Only when these beds
become scarce does a situation like the one in Italy threaten. The DIVI
register now shows that the situation in the German intensive care units
has been relaxed so far. "We are still in a comfortable area," says
Grabenhenrich. The number of seriously ill patients is not rising as
steeply as the number of infected patients and even if it did, it would still
be possible to provide a large number of intensive care beds with very
good equipment.

https://www.zeit.de/wissen/2020-04/krankenhaeuser-kapazitaeten-
coronavirus-patienten-deutschland/seite-2

Silver bullet 80
A Swiss newspaper has presented the current total mortality in

comparison with previous years (see graph below). This illustrates that,
even if actually increased, the current mortality rate is still below the
stronger flu winters of recent years.

https://swprs.files.wordpress.com/2020/04/mortalitc3a4t-schweiz.png
Silver bullet 81
Figures from the northern Italian city of Treviso (near Venice) show

that, despite 108 test-positive deaths by the end of March, overall
mortality in municipal hospitals remained roughly the same as in previous
years. This is a further indication that the temporarily increased mortality
in some places is more likely to be due to external factors such as panic
and collapse than due to the coronavirus alone.

https://swprs.files.wordpress.com/2020/04/reppublica-treviso.jpg
Silver bullet 82
Professor John Oxford of Queen Mary University London, one of the

world's leading virologists and influenza specialists, comes to the
following conclusion regarding Covid19: "Personally, I would say the best
advice is to spend less time watching TV news which is sensational and
not very good. Personally, I view this Covid outbreak as akin to a bad
winter influenza epidemic. In this case we have had 8000 deaths this last
year in the 'at risk' groups viz over 65% people with heart disease etc. I
do not feel this current Covid will exceed this number. We are suffering
from a media epidemic!

https://novuscomms.com/2020/03/31/a-view-from-the-hvivo-open-
orphan-orph-laboratory-professor-john-oxford/

Silver bullet 83
We have all seen the gruesome videos and images of people dropping

dead on the street in Wuhan, China, during the months of January and



February.Now that we know all COVID-19 symptoms and how the
infection progresses, we also know that it is impossible to drop dead while
walking down the street. The lungs collapse gradually and it takes days of
intubation and severe comorbidities before someone can die of COVID-
19.This being the case, we now know all these videos and pictures
coming out of China, the world's most censored nation, to be fake and the
product of the Chinese authorities.They were intended to sow fear and
panic in the rest of the world so the people of the free world could be
deprived of their fundamental rights and liberties under the pretext of
protecting public health from a deadly virus.

https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/10860656/coronavirus-horror-dead-
man-street/

Silver bullet 84
Google's data on the mobility changes due to the various measures

imposed by governments to stop the spread of COVID-19 shows that the
many nations that imposed lockdowns have much higher infection and
mortality rates than the few nations that didn't, such as Sweden, Belarus,
Taiwan, South Korea and the Netherlands. It is therefore clear that
quarantine measures not only do not work but are in fact
counterproductive as they result in much higher infection and mortality
rates in addition to economic hardship that will have disastrous long-term
consequences not only on the standard of living but also on human
health.

https://www.google.com/covid19/mobility/?fbclid=IwAR0t
Va26EWueMjzR4JjwV8Vn6ccKSfHy3rZCZxKmXkf3cLE3ORa0zweQVc

Silver bullet 85
The current data on the global spread of COVID-19 shows

paradoxically that the world's poorest nations have virtually no infections
while the world's richest nations have the most infections. If this so-called
pandemic were real the situation would be reversed. One must therefore
conclude that the COVID-19 is either a virus that infects only rich people
who live in countries with great sanitation and advanced medical systems
or it is a disease invented to serve political, environmental and
geopolitical purposes.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2019%E2%80%9320_coronavirus_pande
mic_by_country_and_territory

Silver bullet 86
On March 10, when Albania registered just 10 confirmed cases of

COVID-19, the government imposed a lockdown on its entire
population.But 10 people out of a population of 2,9 million people means
an incidence of 0.00034%, which would not even qualify as a rare



disease let alone as a pandemic.Albania succumbed to international
pressure and imposed a lockdown in order to comply with the political
decision to declare a harmless pathogen a pandemic irrespective of its
presence in the population and harm to it.To this day, Albania has just
270 confirmed COVID-19 cases. And if we consider that the tests
currently used give a false positive 50% to 80% of the time, it means
there are fewer than 100 confirmed cases, which is enough cases to
qualify as a rare disease. Nevertheless, the quarantine measure and the
lockdown continue and have been made much stricter on March 16.Yet
the medical situation is so relaxed that "on 29 March, Albania sent a
group of thirty medical staff members to Lombardy, Italy. Prime Minister
Edi Rama said his country was thanking former Italian help."

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2020_coronavirus_pandemic_in_Albania
Silver bullet 87
Montenegro, which has a population of 632,000 and is a stone's throw

away from Italy had no COVID-19 infections until March 17 when it
confirmed its first two cases. On the same day, the rest of Europe
recorded 9,463 new COVID-19 infections and Italy alone had 27,980
confirmed cases in total by then. Why would a country in the middle of
Europe remain immune to the pandemic?To this day, Montenegro
remains largely untouched by COVID-19 as it has registered only 193
cases and 2 deaths. Furthermore, the government has imposed no
quarantine measures on its population with the exception of Tuzi, a small
town of about 5,000 people, which was placed under lockdown on March
24. Conspicuously, Montenegro is also left out of Google's mobility data.
Had it been included it would have been painfully obvious that despite
living as usual and doing absolutely nothing to prevent the pandemic,
Montenegro has remained virtually untouched by COVID-19.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2020_coronavirus_pandemic_in_Montene
gro

Silver bullet 88
If there truly was a pandemic caused by a virus called COVID-19 the

rate of death would be the same or nearly the same throughout the world.
But since this is not the case, the number of deaths double in some
countries every 2 days, in others every 3 days, in yet others every 5 days
and in a few even every 10 days.Why? The only logical answer is that
some countries are more committed than others in faking a pandemic.
And they are less committed because they are not trying to euthanise its
old and sick people under the cover of the fake COVID-19 pandemic. The
nations with the most deaths and the fastest rate of death have the oldest
populations, the highest median age, the most underfunded pension



plans and the highest per capita debt. As such, it is in their interest to
euthanise as many old and sick people as possible to save themselves
from financial collapse. The nations with the most deaths and the fastest
rate of death are also Catholic (Italy, Spain, France) and that means they
cannot euthanise the old as it would violate the Church's doctrines.
Instead they have received the Church's permission to euthanise the old
in one mass killing event under the cover of a fake pandemic. And that is
precisely what they are doing.

https://ourworldindata.org/grapher/covid-confirmed-deaths-since-5th-
death/

Silver bullet 89
Why would the same virus, COVID-19, behave in such a radically

different manner in the US compared to other nations presumably
afflicted by it? Why would it explode in such a manner and progress three
times faster and three times further than anywhere else on the planet??
Because the US does not want to miss the best opportunity ever to
pursue its geopolitical objectives and because it always wants to be the
first at everything, even at disaster. That means the COVID-19 virus is
under political control and not under the control of nature. COVID-19 is
not a viral disease but a political one and is as contagious as heads of
state and government decide it to be.

https://ourworldindata.org/grapher/daily-covid-cases-3-day-average/
Silver bullet 90
The first cases of COVID-19 outside of China were identified in

Thailand on January 13. But even though Thailand's population is dense
and the government took no measures whatsoever to stop its spread, two
months later and the disease has still not made any progress there. How
can that be? How can there be just 2000 infections in Thailand over the
course of two months and despite no prevention measures while in Italy,
Spain, France, the US and elsewhere there are tens of thousands of
cases in half that time and despite the most draconian and fascist
measures in the history of mankind? The answer can only be one.
Because this pandemic is the creation of politics and of a system utterly
incapable of solving the world's dire problems by truth and leadership.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2020_coronavirus_pandemic_in_Thailand
Silver bullet 91
The first cases of COVID-19 outside of China were identified on

January 13 in Thailand and on January 16 in Japan. And as in Thailand
so in Japan the disease made no inroads and has so far managed to
infect a paltry 2,600 people even though the government of Japan has
imposed no lockdown and took only mild measures. During half this time,



however, COVID-19 is supposed to have infected nearly half a million
people in Europe where life has been stopped dead by the most
draconian quarantine measures. And if that is not odd enough, one must
consider that in a quarter of this time COVID-19 has managed to infect
270,000 in the US.

How can that be? Especially when one considers the high density of
Japan's population and the absence of a lockdown. The purveyors of lies
want us to believe that it is Japan's impeccable hygiene. But that is of
course utter rubbish. For if that were the truth the disease would not
experience a sudden surge as soon as it was announced that the
Olympic Games are cancelled.The only logical explanation is this. Our
leaders never thought the people of the world would be so docile as to
accept being locked in their homes day and night and be bankrupted
without scarce a complaint. They thought it would be a miracle if they
could keep the show going for two weeks let alone for two months. But
the miracle happened and Japan's government saw its dreams of holding
the Olympic Games crushed by the people's docility, stupidity and
gullibility. Faced with a cancelled Olympics it decided to go all the way
with the COVID-19 farce. The government of Japan has recently
announced its intentions to impose a lockdown and will surely follow
through.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2020_coronavirus_pandemic_in_Japan
Silver bullet 92
The Center for Disease Control (CDC) aggregate data on pneumonia

and influenza deaths shows the mortality rate to be far lower this year
than in previous years, which bluntly contradicts the current government
and media reports, which want us to believe that a pandemic is occurring
in the US.The only logical explanation for this anomaly is that currently
many of those who die of the common flu or pneumonia are falsely and
deliberately diagnosed as dying of COVID-19. In other words, there is no
pandemic.

Silver bullet 93
Despite its proximity to China and large human flows, and that it was

among the first to register a COVID-19 infection, Taiwan has recorded the
lowest incidence rate per capita in the world - around 1 in every 500,000
people.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2020_coronavirus_pandemic_in_Taiwan
Taiwan is also one of the most densely populated countries in the

world and adopted no quarantine measures whatsoever for the general
population and certainly no lockdown, yet the number of infections to this
day is at just 363 for a population of 24 million.In fact, Google's newly



released COVID-19 mobility data shows that life in Taiwan continues
virtually unchanged.

https://www.gstatic.com/covid19/mobility/2020-03-
29_TW_Mobility_Report_en.pdf

Taiwan shows the world that there is no pandemic. Its political leaders
have so far refused to go along with the destruction of their citizens' lives,
liberties, health and livelihoods under the pretext of a false pandemic.

Silver bullet 94
In Austria, as elsewhere in Europe nowadays, "corona deaths" are

apparently defined "very liberally", as the media report: "Do you also
count as a corona death if you are infected with the virus but die of
something else? Yes, say Rudi Anschober and Bernhard Benka,
members of the Corona Task Force in the Ministry of Health. There is a
clear rule at present: Died with the corona virus or died from the corona
virus both count for the statistics. No difference is made as to what the
patient actually died of. In other words, a 90-year-old man who dies with a
fracture of the femoral neck and becomes infected with corona in the
hours prior to his death is also counted as corona death. To name but
one example."

https://www.heute.at/s/osterreich-bei-corona-todesstatistik-sehr-liberal-
48665863

Silver bullet 95
The German Robert Koch Institute now advises against autopsies of

test-positive deceased persons because the risk of droplet infection by
aerosols is allegedly too high. In many cases, this means that the real
cause of death can no longer be determined. A specialist in pathology
comments on this as follows: "Who might think evil of it! Up to now, it has
been a matter of course for pathologists to carry out autopsies with
appropriate safety precautions even in the case of infectious diseases
such as HIV/AIDS, hepatitis, tuberculosis, PRION diseases, etc. It is quite
remarkable that in a disease that is killing thousands of patients all over
the world and bringing the economy of entire countries to a virtual
standstill, only very few autopsy findings are available (six patients from
China). From the point of view of both the epidemic police and the
scientific community, there should be a particularly high level of public
interest in autopsy findings. However, the opposite is the case. Are you
afraid of finding out the true causes of death of the positively tested
deceased? Could it be that the numbers of corona deaths would then
melt away like snow in the spring sun?"

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gSn_YaOYYcY
Silver bullet 96



Italy: Russian experts have noticed "strange deaths" in nursing homes
in Lombardy: "According to newspaper reports, several cases have been
registered in the town of Gromo in which alleged corona virus-infected
persons simply fell asleep and never woke up again. No real symptoms of
the disease had been observed in the deceased until then. As the director
of the nursing home later clarified in an interview with RIA Novosti, it is
unclear whether the deceased were actually infected with the
coronavirus, because nobody in the home had been tested for it. In the
homes, where medical and nursing teams from Russia are working,
corridors, bed rooms and dining rooms are disinfected."

https://de.sputniknews.com/panorama/20200402326767475-
fachpersonal-todesfaelle-lombardei- zeitung/Similar cases have already
been reported from Germany: Nursing patients without symptoms of
illness die suddenly in the current exceptional situation and are then
considered "corona deaths". Here again the serious question arises: Who
dies from the virus and who dies from the sometimes extreme measures?

https://web.archive.org/web/20200330082928/https://www.sueddeutsc
he.de/panorama/coronavirus-news-deutschland-wolfsburg-laschet-
1.4828033

Nursing staff: The Süddeutsche Zeitung reports: "Throughout Europe,
the pandemic is endangering the care of elderly people at home because
nursing staff can no longer visit them - or have left the respective country
in a hurry to return home."

https://www.sueddeutsche.de/politik/coronavirus-pflegekraefte-
ausland-1.4866124

Lastly: Stanford professor of medicine Dr. Jay Bhattacharya gave a
half-hour interview in which he questions the "conventional wisdom"
regarding Covid19. The existing measures had been decided on the basis
of very uncertain and partly questionable data.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-UO3Wd5urg0
Silver bullet 97
In a 40-minute interview, the internationally renowned epidemiology

professor Knut Wittkowski from New York explains that the measures
taken on Covid19 are all counterproductive. Instead of "social distancing",
school closures, "lock down", mouth masks, mass tests and vaccinations,
life must continue as undisturbed as possible and immunity must be built
up in the population as quickly as possible. According to all findings to
date, Covid-19 is no more dangerous than previous influenza epidemics.
Isolation now would only cause a "second wave" later.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lGC5sGdz4kg
Silver bullet 98



The British Medical Journal (BMJ) reports that, according to the latest
data from China, 78% of new test-positive individuals show no symptoms.
An Oxford epidemiologist said that these findings are "very, very
important. He added that if the results are representative, "then we have
to ask, "What the hell are we locking down for?"

https://www.bmj.com/content/369/bmj.m1375
Silver bullet 99
Dr. Andreas Sönnichsen, head of the Department of General and

Family Medicine at the Medical University of Vienna and chairman of the
Network for Evidence-Based Medicine, considers the measures imposed
so far to be "insane". The whole state is being paralyzed just to "protect
the few it could affect.

https://www.diepresse.com/5794224/was-machen-wir-da-auf-den-
intensivstationen-eigentlich

Silver bullet 100
In a world first, the Swedish government has announced that it is going

to officially distinguish between deaths "by" and deaths "with" the
coronavirus, which should lead to a reduction in reported deaths.
Meanwhile, for some reason, international pressure on Sweden to
abandon its liberal strategy is steadily increasing.

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2020/04/03/coronavirus-swedish-
experiment-could-prove-britain- wrong/In Germany, the Hamburg health
authority now has test-positive deaths examined by forensic medicine in
order to count only "real" corona deaths. As a result, the number of
deaths has already been reduced by up to 50% compared to the official
figures of the Robert Koch Institute.

https://www.t-
online.de/nachrichten/deutschland/id_87636856/coronavirus-hamburg-
will-nur-echte-covid-19-tote-zaehlen.html

Silver bullet 101
A leaked confidential strategy paper of the German government shows

that the German government, in conjunction with the media and some
scientists, is apparently following a "shock" strategy to make people afraid
of a "worst case" scenario. The general population for whom the virus is
largely harmless should be warned against "painful suffocation;" likewise,
children playing in playgrounds could cause the "painful" death of their
parents.

https://fragdenstaat.de/dokumente/4123-wie-wir-covid-19-unter-
kontrolle-bekommen/

Silver bullet 102



Several German law firms are preparing lawsuits against the measures
and regulations that have been issued. A specialist in medical law writes
in a press release: "The measures taken by the federal and state
governments are blatantly unconstitutional and violate a multitude of
basic rights of citizens in Germany to an unprecedented extent. This
applies to all corona regulations of the 16 federal states. In particular,
these measures are not justified by the Infection Protection Act, which
was revised in no time at all just a few days ago. Because the available
figures and statistics show that corona infection is harmless in more than
95% of the population and therefore does not represent a serious danger
to the general public."


